New!

13001. *Nebraska’s Post Office Murals: Born of the Depression, Fostered by the New Deal*, by L. Robert Puschendorf. Produced in full color and generously illustrated with photographs not only of the murals, but with images of the artists’ sketches and working drawings obtained from the Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art and American Art Museum, the National Archives, and from family collections. Many of these illustrations have never been published. The book is filled with detailed correspondence between the artists and the government officials who administered the program.

$29.95/$26.95 members (cloth)

New!

13002. *Standing Firmly by the Flag: Nebraska Territory and the Civil War, 1861-1867*, by James E. Potter. “Standing Firmly by the Flag offers a multifaceted portrait—military, political, economic, and social—of a frontier territory more affected by the tumult of civil war than its location (hundreds of miles from the conflict’s major battlefields) would suggest.” — Edward G. Longacre

$29.95/$26.95 members (paper)

Coming Soon!

Call 402-471-3447 for details.
13003. **Light on the Prairie: Solomon D. Butcher, Photographer of Nebraska’s Pioneer Days**, by Nancy Plain. With the Homestead Act of 1862 in place, Butcher was there to capture Nebraska in its infancy through photographs. Taking more than 3,000 photographs, his compilation is the most complete record of the sod house era.

$16.95/$15.25 members (paper)

13004. **Competitive Struggle: America’s Western Fur Trading Posts, 1764 -1854**, by R.G. Robertson. The demand for beaver pelts and buffalo robes brought a competitive fervor that enveloped people and companies, governments and Native Americans alike. Easy to read flowcharts are included showing the evolution of the various fur companies.

$18.95/$17.05 members (paper)


$28.95/$26.05 members (paper)

13006. **Eyewitness at Wounded Knee**, by Richard E. Jensen, R. Eli Paul, and John E. Carter. Introduction by Heather Cox Richardson. Now back in print with digitally restored images, this acclaimed book brings together and assesses some 150 photographs that were made before and immediately after the infamous December 1890 Massacre.

$29.95/26.95 members (paper)

13007. **The 1862 Plot to Kidnap Jefferson Davis**, by Victor Vifquain, edited by Jeffrey H. Smith and Phillip Thomas Tucker. Vifquain’s memoir is an engaging account of an attempt to kidnap the president of the Confederate States of America.

$22/$19.80 members (paper)

13008. **Perkey’s Nebraska Place Names, 4th Edition**, by Elton A. Perkey. Entries cover the origins and namesakes of Nebraska towns, post offices, counties, hamlets, railroad stations, and more, along with population data.

$13.95/$12.55 member (paper)
13009. First Telegraph Line across the Continent: Charles Brown’s 1861 Diary, edited by Dennis N. Mihelich and James E. Potter. This previously unpublished diary is the only known extensive source written about the day-to-day construction of one segment of the first transcontinental telegraph line. Brown’s lively narrative is filled with period detail about life along the Platte Valley Road during the first year of the Civil War.
$14.95/$13.46 members (paper)

13010. Pine Ridge Sketches, by Kit Watson. Beautiful black and white drawings of images found in the Pine Ridge country of northwestern Nebraska are accompanied by short scripts. The drawings include historical, everyday, old, new, thoughtful and humorous images that tell an amazing story of Nebraska.
$20/$18 members (paper)

13011. Backstage: Stories From My Life in Public Television, by Ron Hull. Born in a brothel, Hull was destined to live a fascinating life. After six decades in television, and initiating the American Experience series for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Hull has a lifetime of fascinating stories to tell. From John Wayne to Mari Sandoz and Sandy Dennis his recollections are a celebration of the people, stars, and unsung heroes he has known.
$19.95/$17.95 members (paper)

13012. Scenery, Curiosities, and Stupendous Rocks: William Quesenbury’s Overland Sketches, 1850-51, by David Royce Murphy, with contributions by Michael L. Tate and Michael Farrell. A nineteenth-century artist’s view of the American West, sketched along the overland trails of Nebraska Territory, and illuminated by eyewitness accounts from the period, modern maps, contemporary photographs, and descriptive notes.
$45/$40.50 members (cloth)

13013. Nebraska State Fair, by Mary L. Maas. A tradition starting in 1859 before statehood, the fair’s long and rich history is preserved in photographs and memories. An Images of America series book.
$21.99/$19.79 (paper)
13014. *I Am a Man: Chief Standing Bear’s Journey for Justice*, by Joe Starita. Standing Bear’s trek to return the body of his only son from Oklahoma for burial in the Poncas’ Nebraska homeland brought his arrest by the US Government. The landmark 1879 trial that followed raises questions about whether constitutional rights, tribal-based societies, and American democracy can co-exist. $15.99/$14.39 members (paper)

13016. *After Custer: Loss and Transformation in Sioux Country*, by Paul L. Hedren. In the later nineteenth century the Sioux and Cheyenne were stripped of their land and confined to reservations. This story follows what came next after the shooting stopped. $24.95/$22.45 members (cloth)


13019. **Coffee Cups.**
Metal enamelware coffee cups. Great for camping or to enjoy in your home. Colors vary. $5.95/$5.36 members

13021. **The Original Aero Windmill Model 12-B.**
Metal windmill kit measures 17” in overall height and the wheel diameter is 15”. For indoor or outdoor display. Ages 13 and older. $24.95/$22.45 members

13022. **The Cowgirl’s Cookbook,** by Jill Charlotte Stanford. This cookbook shares wonderful recipes and stories. From beverages to chili and pie, the recipes will make your taste buds sing. $9.95/$8.96 members (paper)

13020. **Fort Robinson Cap.**
Colors: navy blue, burnt orange, khaki. $19.95/17.95 members

13023. **Pie Plate.**
Metal enamelware pie plate and a pie making cookbook make a great combination. Colors vary. $12.95/$11.65 members

13025. *Nebraska Curiosities: Quirky Characters, Roadside Oddities & Other Offbeat Stuff*, by Rick Yoder and David Harding. Take your GPS, make your way across Nebraska, and have fun learning about Nebraska’s curiosities. $15.95/$14.35 members (paper)

13026. *Historic Photos of Nebraska*, text and captions by Tad Stryker. Featuring nearly two hundred black and white photographs, this book tells the struggles, triumphs, and achievements of Nebraska’s people. The faces and places reveal Nebraska’s importance in the nation’s westward expansion and the spirit of the state. $39.95/$35.96 members (cloth)

13027. *The Valentine Railroad Bridge*, by Jerry Penry. Completed in 1910, the Valentine railroad bridge is a visible landmark in northern Nebraska. The tallest railroad bridge ever built in the state crosses the Niobrara River southeast of Valentine. The American Bridge Company fabricated and framed the railroad bridge. $13.95/12.55 members (paper)
13029. *The Oregon Trail: Wagons Ho! Pioneers’ Path to the West*, by Carole Marsh. Loaded with reproducible hands-on activities for kids to enjoy. $6.99/$6.29 members (paper)

13031. *The Oregon Trail DVD*. Chronicles the 1840s trek across the American West. Rare photos and diary excerpts tell the amazing story. $14.95/$13.46 members

13028. *Heading West: Life with the Pioneers*, by Pat McCarthy. Includes 21 activities for the whole family to enjoy and share. $16.95/$15.25 members (paper)

13032. *Pewter Chimney Rock*. Chimney Rock is an admired Nebraska icon. An amazing geological formation that so many have seen and written about. Size: 2” across, 1” height approx. $12.95/$11.65 members

Covered wagon. These covered wagons are assembled for you, and will make a handsome display in any room.

13031a. Size: 10¾”Lx7”Hx5”W approx. $17.95/$16.16 members

13031b. Size: 6”Lx4½”Hx3¾”W approx. $28.95/$26.05 members
13035. **Sunbonnets.**
The bonnet keeps the sun away, great for classroom projects, and the stories and memories will last a lifetime.
Sizes: Sm., Med., Lg., XL
Various calico prints available.
$12.50/$11.25 members

13036. **Cowboy Playground CD.**
Saddle up and sing along to a fun collection of 12 songs about the Old West. Includes, "I’m an Old Cowhand," "Happy Trails," and more.
$14.98/$13.48 members

13033. **Covered Wagon Pencil Sharpener.**
Miniature die-cast sharpener will bring much enjoyment, and a novel way to keep your pencils sharp. Sizes: 2½"Lx2"H
$3.75/$ 3.38 members

$15.95/$14.35 members (paper)
13037. Across A Wide Horizon: Discovering the Uncommon Beauty of Nebraska’s Plains, photography by Jorn C. Olsen with foreword by Christopher Amundson. Capturing the beauty through the rivers, roads, and fields, the book provides a breathless sense of being able to see and feel what is Nebraska. $59.95/$53.96 members (cloth)

13038. A Tallgrass Prairie Alphabet, by Claudia McGehee. A picture book of amazing illustrations in an alphabetical format will make you fall in love with the prairie all over again. $17.95/$16.16 members (cloth)

13039. Field Guide to Wildflowers of Nebraska and the Great Plains, Second Edition, by Jon Farrar. The beautiful photographs that illustrate the book, as well as the informative text, feature plants rarely shared, as well as those you know, with details to suit a wide variety of users. Second edition. $39.95/$35.96 members (paper)

13040. Prairie in Your Pocket: A Guide to Plants of the Tallgrass Prairie, by Mark Miller. Exploration and enjoyment — common and scientific names — blooming dates and more — you will find the guide both informative and easy to use. $9.95/$8.96 members
13041. **Book light.**
Don’t be caught in the dark while you are in a train, plane, or automobile, and wanting to read. Handy and compact, the book light will keep you happily reading when the lights go out.

$3.95/$3.56 members

13042. **Flag.**
The perfect gift! Nebraska State or American flags can be purchased and flown over the Nebraska State Capitol. Certificate signed by the Secretary of State. Flag size: 3’x5’ $37.50/ no discount

New!

13043. **Nebraska flag.**
The perfect gift! Nebraska State or American flags can be purchased and flown over the Nebraska State Capitol. Certificate signed by the Secretary of State. Flag size: 3’x5’ $37.50/ no discount

13044. **United States flag.**
Great item to place on your desk at the office or at home; comes with a stand. 11” high.

$7.95/$7.16 (each) members

www.nebraskahistory.org
13046. **Nebraska State Capitol Ornament – 2012.** An annual ornament depicts a “piece” of Nebraska’s capitol with educational material. Start your collection today!  
$21.95/ no discount

13047. **Nebraska State Capitol Brass Ornament.** A reminder of Nebraska. Get one for yourself and one to share.  
$7.95/$7.16 members

13045. **Capitol Socks.** Keep your feet warm in these black socks with a gray graphic of Nebraska’s capitol. Size: Lg.  
$8.99/$8.09 members

13048. **Nebraska State Capitol print,** by Ron Jensen. The art print comes unframed and unmatted, shown framed and matted. Print measures 10”x15”.  
$39.95/$35.96 members
13050 **Harmonica in C.**
Known as the Western mouth organ, the harmonica is a popular folk instrument. An easy instrument to learn to play.
$11.95/$10.75 members

13049 **Jacob’s Ladder.**
The amazing movement of this toy continues to be a favorite of children.
$9.95/$8.96 members

13051 **Cup & Ball Toy.**
Popular in Europe as well as America, this toy will be enjoyed by all ages.
$9.50/$8.55 members

13052 **Yo-Yo’s.**
Yo Yo’s made in the U.S.A.
- Yellow - Tiger Swallow Tail
- Blue - Blue Morpho
- Green - Luna Moth
- Orange - Orange Sulphur
$10.95/$9.85 members

13053 **Marbles, Hopscotch, Jacks, Tiddly Winks.**
Enjoy these nostalgic toys from the past — they are still fun today.
Easy storage in tins.
Instructions included.
$10.95/$9.85 members
13054. The 1st American Cookie Lady: Recipes from a 1917 Cookie Diary, by Barbara Swell. Between 1917 and 1920, 208 recipes were recorded in a diary and presented for sharing. From shortbread to rum raisin-peek-a-boo cookies, the recipes are sure to please. $17.95/$16.16 members (paper)

13055. Salad Suppers, by Theresa Millang. Easy and tasty 15-minute main dishes. From Chicken BLT Salad to Hearty Antipasto Salad — the recipes are sure to please. $14.95/$13.46 members (paper)

13056. The Best of the Farmer’s Wife Cookbook, by Melinda Keefe and Kari Cornell. More than 400 blue-ribbon recipes. From comfort food to slow cooker fare, baking, and more, these recipes are a collection from the Farmer’s Wife magazine. $19.99/$17.99 members (cloth)

13057. The Lost Art of Pie Making Made Easy, by Barbara Swell. The author channels her self-described obsession with pie into this book, which includes recipes for the perfect crust and dozens of pies! $8.75/$7.88 members (paper)

13058. So Much S’More to Do, by Becky Rasmussen. Over fifty tasty ways to make a campfire classic, or use the modern method of a microwave. Enjoy! $6.95/$6.25 (paper)
Quilts, Quilts, Quilts

13061. Grandma’s Quilts in a Jar. Featured in glass quart jars, you will find a mix of 36, 6” quilt feedsack squares to get you started and fall in love with the art of quilt making. $20/$18 members

13059. No Time on My Hands, by Grace Snyder as told to Nellie Snyder Yost. A chronicle of the sod house era, life on a ranch in Nebraska’s Sandhills, and ultimately Snyder’s contributions in a worldwide revival of quilt making. $24.95/$22.45 members (paper)

13062. Home on the Plains: Quilts and the Sod House Experience, by Kathleen L. Moore and Stephanie Grace Whitson. Women on the plains found beauty in making vibrant quilts. You, too, can make your own quilts with the eight timeless patterns included with the book. $24.95/$22.45 members (paper)

13060. Quilts in the Attic, by Karen S. Musgrave. Over 30 stories of personal and creative discoveries that changed lives, and uncover the mystery and meaning of beloved quilts. $24/$21.60 members (cloth)

13063a. Cat. 13063b. Dog. Made from feed sacks, these dog and cat pin cushions will be a delight when stitching your next project. Fabrics vary. Size: 6” H approx. $12.95/$11.65
13064. **Have You Seen Mary?** by Jeff Kurkus and photographs by Michael Forsberg. Author and photographer weave a story around images for young and old, and tell the story of this majestic species, the Sandhill Crane.
$16.99/$15.29 members (cloth)

13066. **Rare: Portraits of America’s Endangered Species**, by Joel Sartore. Another amazing treasure by Sartore, who captures species from across America through the lens of his camera. From the Piping Plover, to the American Crocodile, to the Red Wolf, and many more, you will find beautiful photographs and information about these irreplaceable species.
$24/no discounts (cloth)

13065. **Solomon Butcher: Frontier Photographer DVD**, co-produced by the Nebraska ETV Network and the Nebraska State Historical Society. Program time is approximately forty-eight minutes. DVD.
$14.95/$13.46 members

$45.00/$40.50 members (cloth)
Planes and Trains

New!

13068. Train Hat.
Play the part of a conductor in this playful hat. Youth, one size fits all.
$7.95/$7.16 members

13069. Train Whistle.
All aboard! A wooden train whistle will get everyone on board with fun.
$8.95/$8.05 members

13070. Rolling Locomotive Train Puzzle.
Thirty pieces, 3-D woodcraft kit, ages 5 and up.
$6.95/$6.25 members
13071. *Wings Over Nebraska: Historic Aviation Photographs*, by Vince Goeres, with Kylie Kinley. Introduction by Roger Welsch. Photos and true stories of Nebraska’s aviation pioneers, their planes, their airfields, and their triumphs and mishaps. $19.95/$17.95 members (paper)


13073. Pencil Sharpeners:
   - 13073a. Bi-plane. Size: 3½”Lx2”H
   - 13073b. Locomotive. Size: 3½”Lx2”H
   $3.75/$3.38 ea. members

13074. *America’s Shortest Interstate Railroad: The Believe It or Not Railroad*, by Richard L. Schmeling. The Ideal Cement Company near Superior owned and operated the Nebraska-Kansas Railroad. Its claim to national fame was for being the shortest interstate railroad. $19.95/$17.95 members (paper)
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“The Four Seasons Collection.” The current collection of Terri Lee dolls stays true to the original with their “style and detail.” The dolls are 15” tall and include a fashion outfit and brush. These “play dolls” are adorned in finely detailed vintage fashions with the signature embroidered daisy. Each comes boxed with a convenient carrying handle.

New!

13075a. “Swing into Spring.” Pink organza dress, blond hair.

13075b. “Summer by the Sea.” Blue and white sailor dress, brunette.

13075c. “Ready for Recess.” Blue and white plaid skirt, white blouse, blue cable knit cardigan, c1, blonde. c2, brunette.


$44.95/$40.46 (each) members

Visit the The Best Dressed Doll in the World: Nebraska's Own Terri Lee exhibit at the Nebraska History Museum, 131 Centennial Mall North (15th & P Streets), Lincoln, Nebraska. The exhibit runs from December 7, 2012 through September 1, 2013.

The Terri Lee Doll was conceived and manufactured in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1946. Learn more about the history of Terri Lee in the Winter 2012 issue of Nebraska History magazine ($7/$6.30 members) found at the Landmark Store, at the Nebraska History Museum.